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Executive Summary
NIST conducted an independent study to examine the impact of various mobile device Fingerprint Acquisition Profiles (FAPs) on the accuracy and throughput of the Next Generation Identification (NGI) Repository for Individuals of Special Concern (RISC) subsystem. RISC is intended for use primarily by personnel in the field operating portable or mobile devices that collect either fewer fingerprints than are traditionally captured in a fingerprint booking environment, and/or smaller fingerprint impressions than traditionally collected.
In conducting this study, NIST developed a database and a methodology which accommodates multiple enrollment gallery configurations as well as various spatial geometries for the probe images simulating the various fingerprint acquisition profiles according to the Mobile ID Best Practices Recommendation [MOBID] and the ANSI/NIST Standard [AN2k11] against various background (gallery) data scenarios.
For the typical field use-case of capturing two finger images and matching against a gallery of full FD-249 records, fingerprint acquisition profile 10 (FAP10) is at a disadvantage compared to other FAPs that define larger capture areas. In terms of false non-identification rate (FNIR), FAP10 submissions fail to identify their target more than twice as often as FAP20 (1.164 % vs. 0.506 %) at the system low confidence threshold (Yellow). For the high confidence threshold (Red), FNIR for FAP10 is almost twice that of FAP20 (3.270 % vs. 1.844 %). FAP30 on the other hand appears to be best/optimal and its performance is on a par with (if not slightly better than) the uncropped control case (d=0.0162 for FAP30, d=0.0164 for control).
Comparing various probe finger combinations shows ten and four finger probe sets typically outperforming two finger probe sets in matching. While the FAP10 two finger operational case is not the worst performing among those tested, significant matching performance benefits can be realized by either increasing the count of fingers captured in FAP10, or utilizing FAP30 in two finger capture operations. Capturing more fingers using the smaller single-finger mobile capture devices may increase the risk of sequencing errors during the capture process so this mitigation strategy may not be optimal.
Examining system throughput performance shows that system match times appear closely linked to image spatial geometry where median search times for all image search FAPs consistently increases from FAP10 to FAP30 (with certain isolated exceptions). The two finger case of (2,7) 1 appears to provide the best throughput performance of all cases examined, while the two finger case of (1,6) incurs an unusually large throughput penalty.
Given the data in this study, the operationally typical case of FAP10 two finger (2,7) suffers from a significant performance penalty in terms of FNIR, showing a miss-rate almost twice as high as FAP20 and FAP30. It is possible to reduce FNIR significantly by adopting either FAP20 or FAP30. In cases where investment in legacy equipment must be preserved, a possible mitigation strategy for this performance gap is to utilize four finger capture (i.e., 2,3,7,8) with the smaller FAP10, while taking steps to avoid an increase in sequencing errors.
Finally, the two thumbs (1,6) combination appears to be at a significant disadvantage ranking below most of the other cases examined in terms of FNIR. This disadvantage is marked and is not substantially mitigated by using various gallery strategies or FAP levels, with the two thumbs (1,6) FAP10 test cases alone occupying 6 of the 8 lowest ranked performance cases out of the 60 cases examined in total.
Introduction
In 2013, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-in partnership with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)-conducted an independent study to examine the impact of various mobile device Fingerprint Acquisition Profiles (FAPs) on the accuracy and throughput of the Next Generation Identification (NGI) Repository for Individuals of Special Concern (RISC) subsystem. The results of this effort provide insight into current system performance and a baseline for future NGI incremental improvements. The RISC subsystem is geared to providing an enhanced capability to identify persons of heightened investigative interest or who present special risks to the public or to law enforcement personnel. RISC is intended for use primarily by personnel in the field operating portable or mobile devices that collect either fewer fingerprints than are traditionally captured in a fingerprint booking environment, and/or smaller fingerprint impressions than traditionally collected.
In conducting this study, NIST developed a database and a methodology which accommodates multiple enrollment gallery configurations as well as various spatial geometries for the probe images simulating the various RISC capture scenarios according to the Mobile ID Best Practices Recommendation [MOBID] and the ANSI/NIST Standard [AN2k11].
The background data used in this study consisted of operational data provided by the FBI. Moreover, the search data was originally selected through biographical means without the use of an AFIS one-to-many search protocol, but later verified through automated biometric verification. This mitigates the possibility of bias in data selection caused by automated one-to-many biometric searching as the primary selection process.
Study Objectives
NIST's objectives for this study examine the effectiveness of various RISC scenarios and the impact of those scenarios on matcher system performance 2 . The specific goals and objectives are as follows:
1. Establish a baseline of matcher performance in standard ten-print mode of operation, using identification-flat probe data as the base case.
2. Examine differences in RISC matcher performance given two finger Mobile ID acquisition profiles.
3. Examine differences in RISC matcher performance given various Mobile ID finger combinations.
4. Examine the impact of gallery impression type on the effectiveness of Mobile ID matching.
5. Measure the impact of various Mobile ID scenarios on system throughput performance.
6. Propose an optimization strategy for the system given the examined test cases.
7. Conduct a cursory evaluation of emerging small platen devices and the impact of such devices on matching performance.
2 Any hardware and software products identified in this report were used in order to perform the evaluations of experimental objectives described in this document. In no case does any such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the products and equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
Materials and Method
In order to create the dataset of fingerprint images to be used in this experiment, selections were made from the FBI-provided Platinum Data Repository (PDR). The PDR contains 4 225 062 mated biometric records including a mix of full rolled FD-249 3 capture sets and identification-flat 4 capture sets. Of the 4 225 062 records, a total of 390 268 represent matched pairs of records meaning that each pair consists of two distinct biometric records taken from the same individual.
Search Probe Generation
A total of 100 000 image sets were randomly selected from the PDR to serve as probe (search) biometric record sets. Of these probes, 50 000 samples were selected that had exactly one corresponding matched/mated record available in the gallery and 50 000 were selected that did not have any corresponding match/mate record available.
The probe sets were all selected to be identification-flat image sets which had already been segmented by an automated process to identify the location of the individual finger images in the larger multi-finger slap image.
No effort was made to conduct further ground-truth evaluation and verification of the segmentation process.
The 100 000 mated and non-mated probe image sets were then processed to produce image sets intended to simulate the various Subject Acquisition Profiles or SAPs as defined in [MOBID] . It should be noted that this terminology has now been superseded in [AN2k11] where these profiles are now referred to as Finger Acquisition Profiles or FAPs. The FAPs of interest that were examined in the scope of this study are described in Table 1 below. 
Sample
To create the simulated Mobile ID FAP images, a subsection of the finger images were cropped according to dimensions of interest for a given FAP (see Table 1 ). The cut sub-section was positioned at the geometric center of the finger as identified by using the segmentation coordinates of each digit as provided in the PDR data set (see Table 2 ). Given this data generation methodology, there is certain consistency in the way the simulated FAP10/20/30 images are cut and created for testing which can eliminate any bias from the variance in placement of the finger at each FAP capture. The variance in finger placement as they are presented naturally at capture time may have a measurable impact on matcher behavior as well that may be masked by the image cutting methodology in this study. Measuring the impact of finger placement however is outside of the scope of this study and may be explored in a separate study.
In addition to various FAPs, probe sets were also configured for various finger impression combinations. These finger combinations are listed in Table 3 . 
Finger Numbering Methodology
The finger numbering system used in this study is that of the Henry Classification System which is the accepted norm for the industry. In the Henry Classification system fingers on the right hand are numbered from 1 to 5 starting with the thumb, and moving outward to the small finger (see Figure 1) . Fingers on the left hand are numbered from 6 to 10 starting with the thumb, and moving outward. 
Gallery Selection
A total of 1 615 228 FD-249 sets were selected from the PDR to serve as gallery image sets. Of these 1 615 228 image sets, 50 000 sets had exactly one corresponding matched record set in the probe set and 1 565 228 were randomly selected so that they did not have any corresponding matching pair in the probe sets.
The 1 615 228 FD-249 records were then used to generate three discrete test gallery configurations sets (see Table 4 ). The first test gallery was populated to contain the original FD-249 full set with no changes or modifications. The second test gallery was populated by using only the rolled images from the FD-249 set (and omitting the flat/slap images). The third test gallery was populated by using only the flat/slap images (and omitting the rolled images) from the FD-249 base record.
During each test scenario execution, only one gallery configuration was active. The system was purged and repopulated with each test gallery to test new scenarios. The test gallery was generated with the intent to provide a robust test environment to yield measurement of matching errors with sufficient resolution for this study. The performance data obtained in this study therefore is dependent on the gallery selected for this study and may not be indicative of actual performance of the system using the contemporary FBI NGI gallery of over 70 million biometric records.
Matcher Configuration
The matcher used in this study is an FBI supplied modern state-of-industry commercial fingerprint matcher. The matcher supports both rolled fingerprints as well as flat fingerprint impression matching. The matcher also supports specific optimizations for data typical of Mobile ID in RISC field scenarios.
3.5.
Test Cases
Given the various combination of gallery and probe sets, a total of 60 test cases of interest were identified and executed for this study (see Table 5 ) and candidate lists with match scores were retrieved for each test case for scoring. 3.6.
Scoring Methodology
The test cases in this study were executed as an open-set 1:N (1 to N, also known as one to many) matching scenario where a preset portion of subjects in the 1:N search actually have an enrolled mate in the gallery, and the probe set contains both mated and non-mated searches.
Mated searches are defined as probes for a given subject that is already enrolled in the gallery, and are expected to return a candidate list. Expected matches not returned, or returned with a score below the match score threshold are considered to be false negatives and are used in calculating the False Negative Identification Rate (FNIR). Given N enrolled subjects, with L candidates in the candidate list returned by the system using a threshold of T and rank of R (in this paper, R is always equal to 1, and L is always equal to 20), FNIR is defined as:
Non-mated searches are defined as probes for a given subject that has no corresponding mated record enrolled in the gallery, and searches using these non-mate probes should not return a candidate list with any score at or above the match score threshold T. Candidate lists returned with a score at or above the match threshold are considered to be false positives and are used in calculating the False Positive Identification Rate of this system (FPIR). Given N enrolled subjects, a candidate list of length L, and using a threshold of T, FPIR is defined as:
System Score Thresholds of Interest
The system is designed and configured to support multiple decisional thresholds. These thresholds are designed to classify results of searches into categories that dictate a match success or failure, as well as candidates that would warrant further adjudication by additional processing steps such as human examiner review.
For the purpose of this study, the RISC subsystem was measured according to the RISC performance thresholds listed below in Table 6 . RISC Low Confidence Hit A candidate match with a score at or above the low confidence threshold, but below the high confidence threshold, is considered a possible match, also referred to as a "Yellow" hit ().
A candidate match with a score below the low confidence threshold is considered a non-match, also referred to as a "Green" non-hit (). 5000 RISC High Confidence Hit Typically, a candidate match with a score at or above a high confidence threshold is considered a match with no further adjudication or review necessary as part of the initial match process. This is also referred to as a "Red" hit (). 12 000 IDFP 7 Low Confidence Hit A score at or above the low confidence threshold on the ten-print matching system indicates candidacy; however some adjudication or review may be required.
000
IDFP High Confidence Hit A score at or above the high confidence threshold on the ten-print matching system indicates a fully lights-out candidacy decision with no adjudication, special processing or reviews required.
Distance Based Comparison and Ranking
In addition to the individual performance measures of FNIR and FPIR, this study also utilizes a distance-based strategy for the comparison or ranking of performance by calculating a composite measure from FNIR and FPIR. This distance-based measure is defined as
This formula is based on the calculation of distances in Euclidean space between the FPIR and FNIR value for a given test case to the Euclidian origin of (0,0) which for error tradeoff corresponds to the optimal condition of 0 % FPIR and 0 % FNIR and represents the theoretical best-possible case. Therefore the lower the calculated d is, the closer the test case in question is to the theoretical best-possible case, and the better the performance for that given case.
It should be noted that like data analysis methods involving Equal Error Rates (EER), the distance based method defined here treats both error types equally and does not apply any weights favoring either FPIR or FNIR.
7 The acronym IDFP or IdFP is commonly used to denote the FBI ten-print fingerprint identification system and associated processes. Although the IDFP system and the RISC system have basic design commonalities, they are quite distinct in terms of behavior, and have different characteristics.
3.9.
System Throughput Calculation Methodology
Due to the size of the candidate list diagnostic log files and the amount of computational resources required to capture, process and extract throughput data for all candidate lists (approximately 400 terabytes of data for all test cases in this study), it was not possible to generate and process diagnostic log files for all 100 000 probes for each of the 60 test cases in the timeframe for this study. Instead, a subset of 6000 probes was randomly selected (3000 mates and 3000 non-mates) for each of the 60 cases examined, and timing data was calculated from this randomly selected subset.
The following caveats and conditions apply to the throughput portion of this study:
• Timing data was calculated as reported by the system for each candidate list returned in a diagnostic log file.
• System timing data was returned at a reported resolution of 1 milliseconds (ms) and inclusive of any/all processing overhead for each candidate search.
• No attempt was made to measure or remove I/O overhead resulting from normal system processing.
• The computational environment used for this study was isolated physically and logically from the general computing environment.
• No general processes were executed on the machines involved in this study while the throughput test was being conducted.
• System initialization and initial start-up times were not factored in measuring matcher performance.
The test was commenced with the system fully initialized and at idle.
• The machines utilized for this study were time synchronized to a single machine within the environment.
Results
The system gallery was initialized and probe sets were injected into the system for matching according to each of the 60 test case outlined in Table 5 .
The resulting candidate lists for each test case were then scored according to the methodology described in section 3.6 and aggregate scores calculated where for each of the 60 test cases in Table 5 , a set of FPIR and FNIR measurements were calculated for each of the scoring thresholds of interest described in Table 6 .
A summary of all aggregate scores is provided in Table 16 of Appendix A.
Objective 1: Baseline IDFP System Performance Measurement
The first objective of this study set out to establish how the system performs using identification-flat probes that have not been cropped in any way, and are matched against a standard full-set FD-249 gallery. This establishes baseline matcher performance inclusive of any bias that may be present in the data selected for this study.
The thresholds used for this examined case are specific to IDFP operation and differ from the RISC configuration; these IDFP thresholds are found in the third and fourth entries in Table 6 .
All matcher-based RISC optimizations were disabled for this case to establish a baseline. 
Data for Objective 1
Results for Objective 1
The system achieved an FNIR of 1.260 % at the low confidence threshold (yellow) and 14.814 % at the high confidence/lights-out threshold (red) set in this study. FPIR was at 0 % for both thresholds (yellow and red) examined.
8 Throughput measurement testing was conducted using a subset of 6000 probes randomly selected from the 100 000 probe set. See section 3.9 for more information.
Objective 2: Two Finger RISC Scenario Comparison
The next objective in this study was to measure the effectiveness of the system matching performance when configured in RISC mode and operating on probe data meeting various Mobile ID finger acquisition profiles against a gallery of complete FD-249 image sets. The specific Mobile ID case examined for this objective is that of the two finger capture, typically from the left and right index fingers (2, 7) and is the predominant case for RISC in the field.
4.2.1.
Data for Objective 2 Table 8 provides the data for this study objective and ranks the values from 1 (best) to 4 (worst) according to the distance-from-origin the methodology described in section 3.8 for each of the performance metrics (FPIR and FNIR), at both system confidence thresholds (yellow and red). Figure 2 shows summary data from Table 8 for the two print case of (2, 7) using a full FD-249 gallery with the matcher and with RISC optimizations enabled. Results for Objective 2 For the two finger Mobile ID cases using the left and right index fingers (2, 7), FAP10 appears to be at a disadvantage when compared to other FAPs in terms of FNIR where FAP10 submissions fail to identify their mated target almost twice as often as FAP20 (1.164 % vs. 0.506 %) at the Low Confidence system threshold (yellow hit). The same behavior holds in the high confidence system threshold (red hit) scenario where FNIR for FAP10 is almost twice as great as that of FAP20 (3.270 % vs. 1.844 %). Error tradeoff analysis using the distance-from-origin methodology places the FAP10 case as last-ranked and worst for both low and high confidence FNIR, while FAP30 is best.
FPIR rates for all cases is flat at 0 % at the high confidence threshold (red hit), and none of the Mobile ID FAPs show any disadvantage over the others in the high confidence scenario. For the low confidence system threshold scenario (yellow hit), the difference between matcher performance is very small with FAP10 showing a very slight advantage over FAP30 (0.340 % vs. 0.356 %).
Using the distance-to-origin methodology to examine the error tradeoff between FPIR and FNIR shows that FAP30 excels over all other Mobile ID two finger (2,7) FAPs.
What was surprising here was that FAP30 outperformed the control case, though by a very small margin. While this difference in performance is small (i.e., an FNIR of 1.616 % vs 1.640 % for the two finger (2,7) case at the high confidence threshold) this difference is statistically significant (p<0.0001 level, using Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and this pattern was observed in several other case clusters where FAP30 outperformed the control case.
Objective 3: Impact of Various Probe Finger Combinations
The next objective in this study was to measure system matching performance when configured in RISC mode and using various combinations of fingers for Mobile ID searches against a gallery of complete FD-249 image sets. The finger combinations examined for this objective are described in Table 3. 4.3.1. Data for Objective 3 Table 9 summarizes the data from this objective utilizing all finger combinations described in Table 3 using a full FD-249 gallery with the matcher in RISC optimization mode, and ranks the values from 1 (best) to 20 (worst) using distance-to-optimal calculations (section 3.8) for each of the performance metrics (FPIR and FNIR) at both system confidence thresholds (High/Red and Low/Yellow). Figure 4 and Figure 5 show summary data from Table 9 , for FPIR and FNIR respectively. Results for Objective 3 The data from this study objective shows that FAP30 (1-10) finger case excels, followed by the Control (1-10) finger case, and the FAP20 (1-10) finger case when compared to a full FD-249 gallery, for both the high and low confidence thresholds.
On the other end of the scale, FAP10 (1,6) two finger case ranks last in performance for both the high and low confidence thresholds.
At the high confidence system threshold FPIR appears flat at 0 % for all cases and is not impacted by the various finger combination treatments. At the low confidence system threshold, FPIR does show some fluctuation but the fluctuation is generally small with all values below 1 %.
FNIR performance appears widely impacted by the number of fingers and favors cases where the search probe had more finger impressions. FNIR at the high confidence system threshold ranges from 0.206 % for the FAP30 (1-10) finger combination treatment, to 10.402 % for the FAP10 (1,6) finger combination treatment. To further emphasize the positive impact on the system's FNIR when additional fingers are used, it can be seen in Table 9 that 9 out of the 10 top-ranked cases were those that had four or ten finger probes.
FNIR performance at the low confidence threshold nearly mimics the high confidence performance, with the FNIR rates better than halved (i.e., 0.098 % vs. 0.206 %) for the (1-10) FAP30 case which emerged as the best.
Objective 4: Impact of Gallery Configuration on Two Finger FAPs
The next objective in this study was to measure system matching performance when configured in RISC mode and using various gallery combinations listed in Table 4 for the two finger (2,7) combination case.
4.4.1.
Data for Objective 4 Table 10 below provides data from tests utilizing the (2,7) finger combination for all Mobile ID FAPs described in Table 1 versus each gallery described in Table 4 with the matcher in RISC optimization mode. The data in Table 10 has been sorted according to rank values ranging from 1 (best) to 12 (worst) for each of the performance metrics (FPIR and FNIR) and both system confidence thresholds (High and Low). A summary graph is provided as Results for Objective 4 For the two finger probe field scenario (2,7) examined in this study objective, a full FD-249 set gallery emerges as the best gallery where all four FD-249 gallery test scenarios emerged at the top of the performance rankings (see Table 10 ), with FAP30 leading the pack at both low and high confidence thresholds (FNIR of 0.400 % and 1.616 % respectively). A rolled-only gallery favors optimization of FPIR for all Mobile ID FAPs at the low confidence threshold with the four lowest FPIR cases being the result of a rolled-only gallery configuration, and FAP30 again leading the pack with the lowest FPIR rate. At the high confidence system threshold, FPIR is flat at 0 % for all cases.
Objective 5: System throughput behavior
The next objective in this study was to measure the throughput of the system using various Mobile ID FAP scenarios using the full set FD-249 gallery. In addition to the various image-based scenarios, template-only based scenarios were also tested to provide a basis of throughput without the image processing overhead involved. The templates generated by the system were proprietary to the system and generated on the system environment prior to conducting the test. Finally, for the purpose of comparison, ten-print submissions using the system in both RISC and IDFP configuration were made and the throughput measured.
4.5.1.
Data for Objective 5 Table 11 and Figure 11 provide median match times for the system processing of various Mobile ID FAP scenarios (image-only as well as template-only probe sets) using the full set FD-249 gallery, while Table 12 and Figure 12 provide median match times for system processing of various image-only Mobile ID FAP scenarios and finger combinations against the full set FD-249 gallery. 
Results for Objective 5
System match times appear to be linked to image spatial geometry where median search time for all image searches FAPs strictly increases from FAP10 to FAP30. This strictly increasing pattern is also present in all template searches except for the ten-print template search cases where the FAP10 cases appear to incur a larger penalty than FAP20. The strictly increasing behavior is not consistent however between FAP30 and the Control case where FAP30 incurs a slight penalty versus the uncropped control case.
As noted before, the two thumbs (1,6) case again appears to exhibit a significant penalty, with searches taking nearly twice as long as other finger combinations for a given FAP.
Objective 6: Identifying an Optimal Strategy
The next objective in this study was to organize and rank all test cases together where data from all Mobile ID FAPs, matched against all gallery configurations and finger combinations was tabulated into a single data table (Table 14) . This data was then assigned a rank based on the methodology described in section 3.8. This data allows for comparison of heterogeneous configurations (e.g., Mobile ID FAP10 using an FD-249 gallery vs. Mobile ID FAP30 using a flat-only gallery) at a glance.
Performance data (FPIR and FNIR) for each of the experimental treatments were each assigned a rank ranging from 1 (best) to 60 (worst) for each of FPIR and FNIR, at both low and high confidence threshold. The composite table of ranks and performance data is presented in Table 14 and an error trade-off graph is presented in Figure  13 . Figure 13 spanning all 60 cases examined in this study, the case of FAP30 two finger (2,7) using the FD-249 full set gallery emerges as the best two finger FAP for the high confidence system threshold in terms of error trade-off with a distance-to-optimal of 0.0162. The highest ranking FAP10 case when using an FD-249 database is that of four finger (2,3,7,8) FAP10 with a distance-to-origin of 0.0171 ranking it higher than FAP20 two finger (2,7) but lower than both two finger (2,7) FAP30 and two finger (2,7) control cases. Given this information, in cases where legacy FAP10 hardware needs to be used, FAP10 (2,3,7,8) with d=0.0171 may be a competitive alternative in terms of error trade-off with the top ranking case of FAP30 two finger (2,7) with d=0.0162.
4.6.1.
Data for Objective 6
Looking from the bottom end of the performance rankings, the two finger (1,6) occupies the lowest rankings with all gallery configurations, with the two finger (1,6) FAP10 case coming in dead last among all 60 cases examined for the high confidence system threshold.
Objective 7: Exploratory Examination of Emerging Small-Platen Capture Devices
As mobile/handheld information devices mature and evolve, the market has seen a gradual proliferation of biometric technology in these devices primarily for access control either as a replacement for or as an augmentation of traditional password and/or gesture based security measures. These biometric technologies include a new generation of very-small platen devices such as the fingerprint sensor embedded in the iPhone 10 5s (see Figure 14) . While such sensors are intended for verification purposes (also referred to as one to one, or 1:1) and the usage of these very-small sensors for one-to-many searching (1:N) has not been endorsed by any vendors, this study included an exploratory examination on the use of such a small platen device in a one-tomany biometric-search scenario (1:N). This was done by creating a ¼" (6.35mm) square fingerprint image and testing that image using the same protocols that other Mobile ID FAPs were tested. The gallery used for this test was populated with full FD-249 image sets and the system was configured with RISC system optimization. Data for Objective 7 Figure 15 below shows summary data from tests utilizing various finger combination for all Mobile ID FAPs described in Table 1 plus the experimental 1/4" FAP data. Table 14 summarizes the data in Figure 15 , and ranks the values from 1 (best) to 25 (worst) for each of the performance metrics (FPIR and FNIR) and both system confidence thresholds (High and Low) using the distance-to-origin methodology described in section 3.8.
10 iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Results for Objective 7
The smaller platen sensors present a significant advance in the area of authentication and verification; their application in one-to-many (1:N) searching may be premature given the results from this exploratory investigation. While the FPIR rates remain reasonable and on a par with traditional Mobile ID FAPs examined in this study, FNIR takes a significant performance hit when using these images. In the worst case scenario, at the high confidence system threshold, FNIR peaks at 97.380 % for the case of the two finger (1,6) combination using the experimental 1/4" FAP. In the best case scenario where all ten fingers can be captured, the experimental 1/4" FAP yields an FNIR of 47.432 %, with an FPIR of 0.0 %.
Discussion
Examining various two finger (2,7) Mobile ID FAP scenarios with a gallery of full FD-249 fingerprint sets (section 4.2.1) shows that FAP10 is at a disadvantage when compared to other FAPs. In terms of FNIR, FAP10 submissions fail to identify their target twice as often as FAP20 (1.164 % vs. 0.506 %) at the system low confidence threshold. For the high confidence threshold, FNIR for FAP10 is almost twice that of FAP20 (3.270 % vs. 1.844 %). Error tradeoff analysis using distance-to-optimal calculations (section 3.8) places the FAP10 case as last-ranked and worst for both low and high confidence FNIR, while FAP30 is best for both thresholds. A surprise finding was that the FAP30 case outperformed the control case, though by a very small margin. While this performance difference is small (e.g., an FNIR of 1.616 % vs 1.640 % for the two finger (2,7) case at the high confidence threshold) this difference is statistically significant (p<0.0001 level, using Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and this pattern was observed in several other case clusters where FAP30 outperformed the control case ever so slightly.
For the two finger (2,7) Mobile ID FAP scenarios with a full FD-249 gallery shows that FPIR rates for all cases is flat at 0 % at the high confidence threshold, and none of the Mobile ID FAPs show any disadvantage over the others in the high confidence scenario. For the low confidence system threshold scenario, the difference in FPIR is very small with FAP10 showing a very negligible advantage over FAP30 (0.340 % vs. 0.356 %) .
Examining cases of various finger combinations versus a full FD-249 gallery (section 4.3.1) shows that the FAP30 (1-10) finger case excels all others, followed by the Control (1-10) finger case, and then the FAP20 (1-10) finger case. This ranking is true for both the high and low confidence thresholds. On the other end of the scale, the FAP10 (1,6) two finger case ranks last in performance for both the high and low confidence thresholds.
As with the two finger (2,7) cases, all finger combinations at the high confidence system threshold yielded FPIR performance that was flat at 0 % for all cases and appeared not to be impacted by the various finger combination treatments. At the low confidence system threshold, FPIR does show some fluctuation but the fluctuation is generally small with all values below 1 %.
FNIR performance is widely impacted by the number of fingers in the search probe and FNIR performance favors cases where the search probe had more finger impressions (e.g., 10 finger cases). FNIR at the high confidence system threshold ranges from 0.206 % for the FAP30 (1-10) finger combination treatment, to 10.402 % for the FAP10 (1,6) finger combination treatment. This effect is so marked in that FNIR for the high confidence threshold 9 out of 10 cases in the top half of the ranked performance were either 4 or ten finger cases. FNIR performance at the low confidence threshold nearly mimics the high confidence performance, with the FNIR rates better than halved (i.e., 0.098 % vs. 0.206 %) for the (1-10) FAP30 case which emerged as the best.
In examining the impact of gallery configuration on system performance (section 4.4.1), various Mobile ID FAPs in two finger (2,7) configuration were tested against several possible gallery configurations (Table 4) . For all Mobile ID scenarios examined, a full FD-249 set gallery emerged as the best gallery where all four FD-249 test scenarios were at the top of the performance rankings (see Table 10 ) using the distance based performance methodology (section 3.8), with FAP30 leading the pack at both low and high confidence thresholds (FNIR of 0.400 % and 1.616 % respectively). A rolled-only gallery favors optimization of FPIR for all Mobile ID FAPs at the low confidence threshold with the four lowest FPIR cases being the result of a rolled-only gallery configuration, and FAP30 again leading the pack with the lowest FPIR rate. At the high confidence system threshold, FPIR is flat at 0 % for all cases.
Comparing the various Mobile ID FAP scenarios with a two finger (2,7) treatment and a gallery consisting of various configurations of the system for impact on system throughput (section 4.5.1) shows that the system match times appear closely linked to image spatial geometry where median search times for all image search FAPs consistently increases from FAP10 to FAP30. This consistently increasing pattern is also present in all template searches and therefore not purely linked to image processing times. An exception to this increasing pattern is the ten-print template search cases where the FAP10 cases appear to incur a larger penalty than FAP20, and between FAP30 and the Control case where FAP30 incurs a slight penalty versus the uncropped control case. It should be emphasized however that the template-only matching scenarios do not suggest the elimination of the template generation processes and were included in this study to demonstrate the effect of the smaller Mobile ID templates on system throughput behavior without the overhead of image processing. In normal operation, template generation processes must ultimately occur somewhere in the processing workflow in order to conduct a template-only match.
Utilizing a rank based strategy based on distance-from optimal/origin (section 4.6.1), the absolute best ranked performance case is that of Mobile ID FAP30 (1-10) when matched against a full FD-249 gallery for both the low and high confidence thresholds. The case of FAP30 two finger (2, 7) using the FD-249 full set gallery emerges as the best two finger FAP for the high confidence system threshold in terms of error trade-off with a distance-tooptimal of 0.0162. The highest ranking FAP10 case using an FD-249 database is that of four finger (2,3,7,8) with a distance of 0.0171 ranking it higher than FAP20 two finger (2,7) but lower than both two finger FAP30 and two finger control cases. Given this information, in cases where legacy FAP10 hardware needs to be used, FAP10 four finger (2,3,7,8) may be a competitive alternative in terms of error trade-off with the top ranking case of FAP30.
Utilizing the rank based strategy, the two thumbs case (1,6) appears to be at a significant disadvantage in terms of system matching performance ranking below most of the other cases examined. This disadvantage is marked (i.e., FAP10 two finger (1,6) FNIR = 18.566 %) and is not substantially mitigated by using various gallery strategies or FAP levels.
Finally, the emerging smaller platen sensors (1/4" square) may present a significant advance in the area of authentication and verification, but their application in one-to-many (1:N) searching for which they are not designed is ill-advised. While the 1/4" square images perform reasonably well in terms of FPIR rates on the system tested, FNIR performance takes a significant hit where in the worst case scenario the system may fail to match the target identity at a rate of 97.380 % when using two thumbs (1,6). In the best case scenario where all ten fingers can be captured, the experimental 1/4" FAP yields an FNIR performance of 47.432 %, with an FPIR of 0.0 %.
Conclusions
For the typical field case of two finger captured images being matched against a gallery of identities comprised of full FD-249 sets, FAP10 is at a disadvantage compared to other FAPs. In terms of FNIR, FAP10 submissions fail to identify their target almost nearly twice as often as FAP20 (1.164 % vs. 0.506 %) at the system low confidence threshold. For the high confidence threshold, FNIR for FAP10 is again almost twice that of FAP20 (3.270 % vs. 1.844 %). FAP30 on the other hand appears to be best/optimal and its performance is on a par with (if not slightly better than) the uncropped control case (d=0.0162 for FAP30, d=0.0164 for control).
Comparing various probe finger combinations and Mobile ID FAPs to a gallery of full FD-249 shows stratification of ten and four finger probe sets at the top of the ranking scale (section 4.3.1) and the two finger probe sets occupying most of the lower half of the list. While the FAP10 two finger (2,7) case is not the worst performing among those tested (ranked 14 out of 20), significant matching performance benefits can be realized by either increasing the count of fingers captured in FAP10, or utilizing FAP30 for two finger capture cases.
In examining the impact of gallery configuration on system performance (section 4.4.1), a complete FD-249 gallery emerges as the optimal gallery configuration, with FAP30 ranking as best case tested among the various FAPs on this gallery. Rankings show that performance degradation observed by rolled-only or flat-only gallery configurations can be mitigated with larger FAPs or more fingers. The case of FAP10 ranks last among the Mobile ID FAPs when used on a rolled-only or flat-only gallery.
Throughout all FAPs, finger combinations and database combinations studied, system FPIR rates remained flat at 0 % at the high confidence threshold. For the low confidence threshold, FPIR rates fluctuated slightly across the various test cases examined but generally remained low ranging from 0.028 % to 0.714 %.
Comparing the various Mobile ID FAP scenarios (section 4.5.1) for throughput performance shows that system match times appear closely linked to image spatial geometry where median search times for all image search FAPs consistently increases from FAP10 to FAP30 (with certain isolated exceptions). The two finger case of (2,7) appears to provide the best throughput performance out of all cases examined, while the two finger case of (1,6) incurs an unusually large throughput penalty.
Given the data in this study, the typical field case of FAP10 two finger (2,7) suffers from a significant performance penalty in terms of FNIR, showing a miss-rate almost twice as high as FAP20 and FAP30. It is possible to reduce FNIR significantly by adopting a larger capture profile such as FAP20 or FAP30. In cases where investment in legacy equipment must be preserved, a possibility mitigation strategy for this performance gap is to utilize four finger capture (i.e., 2,3,7,8) with the smaller FAP10. It should be noted however that simply capturing more fingers using the smaller single-finger mobile capture devices may introduce risk in terms of sequencing errors during the capture process so this mitigation strategy may introduce risk in terms of potential sequence errors. 
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